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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years much work has been done on functional-differential equations. 
The excellent texts of Bellman and Cooke [3] and Hale [8], besides others, bear 
testimony to it. These equations were classified into three main categories (cf. 
Bellman and Cooke [3]), that is, equations with delay, of neutral type and 
advanced arguments. 
In the present paper we will concerned with generalized functional-differential 
equations of the form 
n(t) E qt, Xt(.), %(.)), (1) 
where x = (x1 ,..., x,J and F is a multifunction with the values that are non- 
empty compact but not necessarily convex subsets of the n-dimensional Eucli- 
dean space R”. For a given function U: [-r, T] ---f R” and fixed t E [0, T] we 
denote, Us =- u(t -+- S) for s E [-T, 01; Y > 0, T > 0. 
Let us denote by C, and 9-, OL > 0, the Banach spaces of all continuous and 
Lebesgue integrable, respectively, functions of [-V, a] into R” with the norms 
1 . 111 and 1 . 1, defined by 1 x lU i sup-ritG-a 1 x(t)1 and I y I, = szr 1 y(l); dt for 
x E C, and y t 2- , respectively, where I . 1 denotes the Euclidean norm. Ily 
“ly-, we will denote the Banach space Cz x P- with the norm 1 . Ila of the form 
lit%, r)lI, = I x IT + IY I, for (.t., Y) E 7% . 
Whole this paper it will bc assumed that a multivalued mapping F: [0, T] x 
“wa 4 R, where R denotes the space of all nonempty compact subsets of Rn, 
satisfies the following the C’aratheodory type conditions 
(i) F(., U, z): [0, ‘I’] -Q is measurable for fixed u E C, and ZI E 9”) 
(ii) F(t, ., IV:): Co -+ Sz is continuous for fixed t E [0, T] and n E $, 
(iii) for every sequence (on) of Ya, h(F(t, u, z’~), F(t, U, z,,)) -+ 0 uniformly 
with respect to u E C, and fixed t E [0, T], whenever z!, - rugI where z, - ~?)a 
denotes the converence of (vi,) to z0 in the weak topology of YO, 
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(il.) there exists :I I,clwsguc intcgrnhlc function 711: [O, 7’1 l H sucl~ rttat 
yqt, 24, 7;). (0)) ..: m(t) for I r 10. 7’1 d (N, 7.) c- r’t;; . 
Remark I. I. By h denote the IIausdorff metric defined in U in ;I t’ollowing 
way, f/(.4, B = mas{h(il, H). I/(13, A); for ~1. R c- 0, where h(.J, I{) 
max{d(,-, U): z E 11; ;ind f/(a, Iz?) : min{ u” .- b : /J f- 111. 
Remark 1.2. (‘onditions (ii) and (iii) imply that a multivalued mapping 
F(f, ., ,): c,‘,, >c 4, -+ Q is continuous for fixed t E [O. 7’1. 
Recall (cf. Rridgland [4]), that F(.. u, T) is said to be measurable if the set 
{I E [0, T]:F(t, U, 2,) n /) / 2:) is IAcsgue measurahlc for each open set 
II C RI’. Since (Q, h) is a metric space (complctc) then F(t, ., 2.) may be viewed 
as a mapping from one metric space into another and therefore its continuit! 
may be dcfincd in the usual way. In a particular cast ;I mapping F. may bc 
defined byF(t, u, ~1) :L {.f’(!, U, c)), whcrej: [0, T] ,/ 7/t;, -+ P. In this case our 
generalized functional-differential ccpation (I) becomes of the form 
qq .f(l, .v,(.), &(-)). (2) 
This last functional-differential equation was considered by Das and Yarhi [6] 
by the assumptions that .f(., u, 7:) is measurable and f(t, ., .) is 1,ipschitz conti- 
nuous. It was proved by Das and I’arhi [6] that the ab,n:e assumptions together 
with some type boundncss of ,f impI!. a local existcncc and unicity of solutions of 
(2) with a suitable initial condition. ‘l’his result U‘S gotten by the method of 
successive approximations. 
Using the classical Schaudcr’s fixed point theorem and some continuous 
selection theorem we prow in this paper the global existence theorem for 
generalized functional-differential equation (I) by the assumption that a multi- 
valued mapping F: [0, Y’] x’ ,%‘i ---N R satisfies the C’arotheodoty type conditions. 
‘I’he results of this paper gcneralizc some results presented by Antosiewicz and 
C.‘ellina [2], Fillipov [7] and Hermes [9]. 
2. CO.uTIWOr:s SELECTION TmO~ear 
For given Lebesgue integrable function m: [0, 7’1 -b R and an absolutcl? 
continuous function q2: [--r, 0] ---f H”, by A(q, m) we will denote the set of all 
absolutely continuous functions X: [-.-r, II’] - Rw such that: (a) x !I. r,,,l -: q~ and 
1 k(r)1 C< m(t) for a.e. t E [0, 7’1. It is clear that (l(v, m) is a compact convex 
subset of (c’, , ; I,). 
Let us denote by C(I, c’,,) the Ranach space of all continuous vector-valued 
functions U: [0, T] - C’,, with the supremum norm 1, : .defined by I’ u !I(. 
supo<t<r I wo . Similarly, by Y(l, g,) we denote the Banach space of (equi- 
valence classes of) Bochner integrable mappings z’: [0, L”] -+ Y0 with the norm 
1 . IL defined by 1 z’ IL -. sl 1 o(t)l, rlt. 
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LEMMA 1. For ever3 fixed N E A(q, m) the mappings u(x) and c!(k) deJined by 
u(x): [0, T] 3 t - xt(.) E C, and u(n): [0, T] 3 t -+ k,(.) E go are continuous and 
Bochne~ integrable, respectively, i.e., u(x) E C(I, C,,) and ~(2) E 9(l, YO). 
Proof. Let t, E [0, T] and x E A(v, m) be fixed and let (t,,) be any sequence 
of [0, T] such that 1 t, - t, [ --f 0 as n - CC. Since 5 is uniformly con- 
tinuous on [0, T] then SLI~-,~,~~~ 1 .r(tn -.. s) - “(I,, 1.. s)I -0 as n- CC. 
Therefore ! 4-4 (tn) - f4.y) (fn)lo - 0 because I 4x) (&I) -- 44 (Q” -= 
sup4xo I x(t, -t s) ~ “(to -I s)i . 
Since k E PT then there exists a sequence (m) of simple functions of [-Y, T] 
into RR such that ) y,(t) - 9(r)! - 0 for a.e. t E [-Y, T] as n - 03. Let v*(t) =.= 
(JJ,& (.). It is easy to see that F, is for fixed n = I, 2,... a simple function of 
[0, T] into -rP, . Furthermore we have 
1 o,(t) - a(k) (t)lo 1 j-:r i yT,(t + s) - %(t + s)’ ds - 0 
for a.e. t E [0, 2’1. Therefore v(R) is Bochner measurable ([l]). Since x E A(q, m) 
then 
i,’ 1 cl(k) (t)J, dt = Ir (1-1 I i(t + s)l ds) dt = lr (J:,,., I a( dT) dt 
Therefore v(a) is Bochner integrable. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose F: [0, T] x YV~~--+ l2 satisfies the Caratheodory type 
conditions and let 111: [0, T] x A(q, m) -+ Q be defined by H(t, x) :.: F(t, xi(.), 
k(( .)) for t E [0, T] and x E A(p;, m). Then the mapping H satisfies the Caratheodory 
conditions, i.e., 
1 o H(., x): [0, T] + Q is measurable for fixed x E A(v, m), 
2” H(t, .): A(v, m) --, S2 is continuorrs for fixed t E [0, T] and 
3” there exists a Lebesgue integrable function m: [0, T] -+ R such that 
h(H(t, x), (0)) < m(t) fog t E [0, T] and x E A(~J, m). 
Proof. The existence of a function m satisfying 3”, follows immediately with 
the definition of H and assumptions concerning F. Let x E /l(v, m) be fixed and 
let (x,J be any sequence of A(CJJ, m) such that 1 x, - x0 jr - 0 as n - co. Let 
us observe that 1 x, - x0 IT - 0 implies 
$!J (I(%)t - (%>c lo + 1 j-;, (%A (s) ds - j-;; (i”), (s) ds I) = 0 
409:7x’l I2 
for each fixed r E [0, 7’1. Indeed, NY have 
z sup 1 xn(t :-s) -s&t -! s) : ![Sn(t) - X,,(t)] i [Xn(t - V) -- X,,(t .- Y)]! 
-.r<5y<0 
5.; 3 ; .I-,, -- .x,, ir . 
Hence it follows that I(x,), -- (x,,)~ ‘” -+ 0 and (.tn)( -’ (ia), for fixed t E [0, T] 
as n + co. Hence and an inequalit! 
h(H(t, .%), I-l(t, .T”)) :G wp, (G), (,)7 (&)t (.I)> F(t, wt (.)T (S)l (.)I 
i. NW, (%Jf (,), (%,)t (.))I F(c (%h (.I! (%>l (.I) 
it follows that lim,,, h(H(t, x,J, fl(t, x,,)) : 0 for fixed t E [0, T]. Then li(t, .) 
is continuous at s E A(p;, m). 
Let us observe now that in virtue of the EgorofWliS Theorem (cf. Bridgland 
[4]) for the measurability of II(., X) it sufficics to show that for every E :. 0 there 
exists a closed set EC [0, T] with ,l([O, T]iB) < E and such that the restriction 
H(., x)IE of H(., X) to E is continuous. As it was noted in Remark I .2, F(t, -, .): 
‘W;, --t Sj is continuous for every fixed f E [O, 7’1. Furthermore, it was assumed 
that F(., u, E) as a mapping of [O, 71 into J.. is measurable. Then the Scorza- 
Dragoni Theorem (cf. Himmelberg and \‘an \leck [IO]) implies that for e\-erp 
E > 0 there exists a closed set Et C [0, 7’1 with p([O, T]:,Er) < ~12 and such that 
the restriction F jElxW of I: to bi ic W0 is continuous. In virtue of the Egoroff 
Theorem for vector-valued functions (cf. Alexiewicz [I]) for a given above E 1. 0 
there exists a closed set EZ C [O, T] with ,l([O, T]iZZ) < c/2 and such that for 
fixed x E A(QJ, m) the restriction ~‘(.+)1,~ of z’(2) E -!?(I, YO) to E2 is continuous. 
It is possible because in virtue of Lemma I, a(k): [0, I’] - $, is 13ochner 
measurable. I,et B : 6, n .& . ‘I’hen E is a closed subset of [0, 7’1 such that 
p([O, T]\E) < E. Furthermore the restriction F(,, U(X) (.), o(k) (.)),P, where 
U(X) and z’(i) are defined in Lemma I, is continuous for fixed .r E A(q, m). 
Then H(., a) is measurable for fixed s E A(a, m). The proof is completed. 
Adopting now of the procedure presented in the paper of Antosicwicz and 
Cellina [2] we will prove that by the assumption that F: [0, 7’1 x W0 -+ 11 
satisfies the Caratheodory type conditions for given compact set A(p;, WZ) C C:r 
there exists a continuous mapping R: /l(v, m) ----f .Y(I, H”) such that K(X) (t) E- 
F(t, rl( .), .$( .)) for each x E A(p;, m) and a.c. t E [0, 71. WC begin with the follow- 
ing lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. Let G: [O, T] x A(q, m) -+ l-2 be such that 
I” G(., x): [0, T] -+ Q is measurable for fixed x E A(~J, m), 
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2” family {G(t, .)}to[O,T1 of mappings of A(q, m) into Q is uniformly equi- 
continuous on fl(v, m), 
3” there exists a Lebesgue integrable function k: [0, T] -+ R such that 
h(G(t, x), {0}) :x’ k(t) for t E [0, T] and .Y E A(v, m). 
Then for ecery E :.> 0 there exists a continuous function g of A(v, m) into Y(I, R’“) 
such that d(&) (t), G(t, x)) < f E or .2’ E A(rp, m) and almost ezery t E [0, T]. 
l’roof. Let E :1, 0 be given. Since {G(t, .)}tcl,,l.l is uniformly cquicontinuous 
on A(p, m) then there exists a number d :> 0 such that h(G(t, x), G(t, x)) < E 
for t E [0, ‘I’] and X, x E d(v, m) satisfying 1 x - j: r < A. Let (Yi)rCicM be a 
finite open covering of A(p, m) such that dim(.Yi) < d for every i -. I,..., LV. 
Let (pi)iciGN be a continuous partition of unity subordinate to (Ypi). Choose for 
every i .-= I,..., K a point xi E Yi and let (~l~)r~~~,v be a sequence of Lebesgue 
measurable mappings of [0, ‘I’] into R” such that cj(t) E G(t, Xi) for i = I,..., N 
and almost every t E [0, 1’1. Such mappings oi exist because for fixed .xi E A(v, m) 
the mapping G(., xi) is measurable (cf. Castaing [5]). We have of course 1 v,(t)1 < 
k(t) for almost every t E [0, T]. Therefore zi E Y(I, R”) for every i = I,..., N. 
Set, for each .Y E A(v, M), t,(x) 1 0, tj(x) = timI - T&(X), i -7 I,..., iv. 
Define interval Ji(x) -7 [tieI( ti(x)), 1 ::G i <: -Y, so that (JL, JJx) = [0, 7’). 
Let xi(*v) denote the characteristic function of Ji(x). We construct the desired 
mapping g: fl(v, m) -+Y(l, R”) in the following way: R(X) (t) 7 xl, X,(X) (t) vi(t) 
for t E [0, 1’) and g(x) (7’) = ~~(7’) for t :-= T, where j =- min{i 2 1: tj(x) = T}. 
Clearly, g maps A(v, m) into Y(I, R”). Moreover, for a given x E A(~+J, m) and 
fixed t E [0, T), there is a unique index i such that t E],(X), which implies that, 
in particular, x ci di . Thus, g(x) (t) = oj(t) and s - .z’~ Ir < d. Therefore 
d(g(.4 (t), G(t, .4) 
:< d(@i(t), G(t, *vi)) -: h(G(t, Xi)> G(t, +v)) < d(ci(t), G(t, xi)) --- E. 
It follows that for each x E .4(~, m), d(g(x) (t), G(t, x)) < c at almost every 
t E [0, T]. Observe that, for any points X, x E A(p, m) and t E [0, T] we have 
I cd”) (t) -‘-iAx) (‘)I < C [xi(by) dXj(f)] (t) I c,(t)1 9 
i-l 
where x,(x) Axi denotes the characteristic function of Ii(x) dJ(%) =:= (Ji(x) n 
CJi(Y)) U (CJi(x) n JJX)). Since A(p, m) is compact, (ti)l$i(N is an uniformly 
equicontinuous family of real-valued functions. Thus for every 6 > 0, there 
exists a y(A) > 0 such that for any x, f E A(v, m) satisfying 1 x - f IT < y(6) 
we have 1 t&v) - tj(%)l < S/2 for i = l,..., N. By the properties of the Lebesgue 
integral, for every 7 > 0 there is a A > 0 such that 
s k(t) dt < 7 1%’ Ji(.dLIJi(~) 
for i I,..., .\‘, wticnevcr r~(J~(s) dJ,(.X-)) 1.. A. ‘I’hcrcfore, for cvcry 7 I 0 thcrc 
is a y(A) : .. 0 such that for anv .I , s 5 .l(fp, rn) satisfying .x - .j.! ;r s..: y(X) we have 
Thus, g: A(y, m) + P(I, R”) is uniformlv continuous and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose the assumptions of Lemmu 5 are satisfied. Then there 
exists a continuous mapinf R: A(,, m) -+ ??(I, I?“) such that g(x) (t) E G(t, x) for 
x E A(v, m) and almost eaery t E [O, 7’1. 
Proof. Let x0: A(v, m) + Y(I, R”) be an uniformly continuous mapping 
such that d(g,,(x) (t), G(t, x)) <.c’ 1/2V f or .\: E (I(p, m) and almost every t E [0, T]. 
Ry uniform equicontinuity of {G(t, .)JcFlO.r~ and uniform continuity of go on 
A(F, m), we can find a number A, Y 0 such that for t E [0, T] and x, X E A(p, m) 
satisfying i s - 3~ ‘r < A, wc have 
h(G(r, x), G(t, 3)) < 1 22T and 
Similarly, as in the proof of Lemma 3, we can choose a finite open covering 
(cYil),<i<N, of rl(~, m) such that dim(Ypil) < A, for each i -. I,... q .\‘. Let 
(pi1)16iGx, be a continuous partition of unity subordinate to (.Pi’). Select for 
each i .- I,..., :Y a point xi1 E .PpiL and choose, for each i -- I ,..., .I, a I,ebesgue 
measurable mapping ~‘~1: [0, ‘I’] - h? such that z.,‘(t) F G(/, x,r) and so that 
Z’,‘(f) - R&i’) (t)! d(g”(xi’) (I). qt, Xi’)). 
This is possible because for fixed s .E”ir, the mapping G( ., xi’) is mcasurablc in 
[0, T] (cf. Fillipov [7]). 
Introduce, as in the proof of Lemma 3, for each x F ~l(y, m), f,‘(x) 0, 
ti’(x) -- tj..&) j Tpi’(x), I .’ : i ,, .\‘I and let Jil(.r) It, -i(x), tjl(s)) for ever! 
i - I,..., A’, . Then ur!r Jir(x) [O, 7’). Dcfinc now g,(x) 1~~. 
N , 
g,(x)(t) = 1 xi’(x)(t) z!:(t) for f E [0, ‘1’) 
i-1 
z>~‘( T) for t 7’, where j min(i I : ti’(x) T), 
where xi*(x) denotes the characteristic function of Jjl(x). It follows at once, 
similarly as in the proof of Lemma 8, that gr is uniformly continuous as a 
mapping of il(v, m) into Y’(1, H”). Xow WC: will show that 
&y&r) (t), G(t, x)) \ I 2”‘I’ 
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and 
for each x E A(y, m) and almost every t E [0, T], respectively. 
Suppose s E A(,, WZ) and t E [0, II’). Then t E Ii’(x) for a unique index i and 
this implies, in particular, that pil(.v) > 0. Hence, gl(x) (t) =I: v,‘(t) and 
] xi1 - x ir <A, so that 
< d(s,‘(t). G(t, xi’)) -:- h(G(ty xi’), G(t, x)) < d(sil(t), G(t, Xi’)) + 1/2’T 
= 1/2”1’. 
Similarly, for given x E A(v, m) and t E [0, T) we get 
I Ed4 0) - &l(“4 wi 
E / Z’i’(t) - gOtx) Ct)l 
d I vi’(t) - gOCxi’) tt)l 7 gCdx,‘) (‘1 - gdx) lt)t 
< li2”T --I- I g,(Q) (t) -g&c) (t): . 
Hence it follows 
I 0 ’ I g,(x) (t) -g”(x) (t)l dt < l/2’ i- LF i ROtxil) (t) -&Ax) (9 dt < 8. 
Using induction we can show that for every TZ 3 1 there exists a continuous 
mapping g,: A(v, m) -+ Z(l, Rn) such that 
d(g,(x) (t), G(t, x)) < ii2n+1T (3) 
for each x E A(p, m) and almost every t E [0, ‘I’] and 
-7 
I I g&) (t) - gn-1(x) (t); dt < 1:2” 0 
for x E A(v, m). Hence, for each x E A(,, m) and tl > m > 1 we get 
s ’ I g,(x) (t) -gm(x) (t)! dt < l/2” - I:2n. 0 
Therefore there is a continuous mapping g: A(v, m) -+ 9’(1, Rn) such that 
I 
F 
lim n-a, ” I g&> (t) - ~(4 (t), dt = 0 
for x E A(F, M). Thus. there exists a subscqucncc, say again (R,,(X)) of (x,,(x)) 
such that I im,, , , gJx) (I) g(x) (I) for xc ‘.l((~, m) and almost every f 6: [0, 7‘1. 
Hence and (3) it follows that d(g(s) (t), (;(t, x)) 0, i.c., that g(x) (1) E: G(t, x) 
for each x E A(q, m) and almost every t E [0, T]. ‘I’he proof is completed. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose F: [0, T] x ?Y<, --f 52 satisfies the C’aratheodory type con- 
ditions and let H: [O. T] x A(,, m) --f .Q be such as in Lemma 2. Then for every 
7 > 0 there exists a closed set E,, C [0, T] with ~L([O, T]\E,,) < 77 and such that the 
family {H(t, .)jtcEv is uniformly equicontinuous on fl(9;, m). 
Proof. Let us observe that it sufficies anly to show that for every 7 .> 0 there 
exists a closed set A’- C [0, I’] with p([O, T]\I:‘,) < 77 and such that the restriction 
H ;~,,xn(m,sr) of H to the set k’,, x A(p, m) is continuous. In virtue of Lemma 2 
it follows immediately with the Scorza-Dragoni Theorem. ‘I’herefore the proof 
is completed. 
Now we can prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM I. Suppose F: [0, T] x ?Y’i + L? satisfies the Caratheodory type 
conditions. Then there exists a continuous mapping g of A(v, m) into .14(1, R”) such 
that g(x) (t) E k(t, x,(.), &(.)) for euch x E /l(v, m) and almost every t E [0, 1’1. 
Proof. Let us consider the mapping [I: [0, T] x A(v, m) -Q defined by 
H(t, x) = F(t, x,(.), 3,(.)). In virtue of Lemma 2, 12 satisfies the C’aratheodory 
conditions. Furthermore, in virtue of Lemma 5, for every 7 > 0 there exist a 
closed set En C [0, T] with p([O, T]iE,J < 7 and such that the family {H(t, ,)}tEe, 
is uniformly equicontinuous on /l(v, m). Choose an increasing sequence (En) 
of closed sets & C [0, T] with p([O, T]\E,) < l/2” and such that for every 
71 -. I, 2,... the family ZI(t, .)ItEE is uniformly equicontinuous on /l(~, m). Let 
H,,: [0, T] x A(v, m) -+ Q be dkned b> 
H,(t, x) = H(t, x) 
= (0) 
for (t, x) E I:‘,, 7 A(,, 711) 
for (t, s) E E,,- Y A(q,, m), 
where E,,* = [0, I’]\,&; n -- 1, 2 ,.... 
It is not difficult to see that for each n ,= I and fixed x E A(pj, m) a mapping 
II,(., x): [0, T] -N .Q is measurable and satisfies h(H,(t, x), (0)) < m(t) for 
(t? x) E [0, T] x (I(v, m). Furthermore, for each n . ...’ 1 the family {HJt, .)}lsro,7~ 
is uniformly equicontinuous on A(,, m). Therefore, in virtue of Lemma 4 for 
every n > I there exists a continuous mapping gn: A(T, m) --t J?(I, R”) such 
that g,(x) (t) E H,,(t, x) for each x 6 A(q, m) and almost every t E [0, T], i.e., 
g,(x) (t) E H(i, x) for x E A(v, m) and almost every t E- &; n Sk I. I,et GI == fYI , 
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G,;, = En-,, n \E for every n > 1 so that E, =: Ui-, G, and define g((x), for each 
x E 4~ 4, by 
id4 w = : gnw (4 for t E G, ; n > 1 
= 0 
where (Uz=r G,)- = [0, T]\U,“=, G, . 
Clearly, g maps A(q, m) into Y(I, P) and for each x E A(v, m) and almost 
every t E [0, T] we have g(x) (t) E H(t, x). Moreover g: (l(v, m) --f 5?(1, R”) 
is continuous since, for any X, %E A(v, m) we have 
whatever n > 1, P([(J%~ G,]-) < l/2” and each g, is continuous, by construction. 
By the definition of H we have, of course, g(x) (t) eF(t, x~(.), k,(.)) for each 
x E A(,, m) and almost every t E [0, T]. The proof is complete. 
3. GENERALIZED EXISTENCE THEOREM 
Now we prove the existence theorem for the generalized functional-differential 
equation ( I ). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose F: [0, T] x W0 -+ Q satisjes the Caratheodory type 
conditions and let qx [-Y, 0] --+ Rn be absolutely continuous. Then there exists an 
absolutely continuous function x of [-Y, T] into R” such that 
x(t) = dt) joy t E [--I, O] 
i(t) EF(t, xt( .), a+(.)) for a.e. t E [0, T]. 
Proof. Let A(v, m) be a subset of C, defined in Section 2. In virtue of Theo- 
rem 1 there exists a continuous mapping g: A(v, m) + Y(I, P) such that 
g(x) (t) E Jv, 4.h %(.I) f or each x E /l(y, m) and a.e. t E [0, T]. Now, by the 
classical Schauder’s fixed-point theorem it is easy to see that there exists at least 
one function x E C, such that 
x(t) = rp(t) 
et(t) -:- g(x) (t) 
for t E [-Y, 0] 
for a.e. t E [0, T] 
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ant! therefore such that 
x(t) (r(l) 
2(t) EF(i, .Y,( .), %,(.)) 
for t c: [-- r, O] 
for ax. I c- [O, T]. 
This completes the proof. 
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